Translational research for the treatment and prevention of breast cancer depends upon the four Ms: models, molecules, and mechanisms in order to create medicines. The process, to target the estrogen receptor (ER) in estrogen-dependent breast cancer, has yielded signifi cant advances in patient survivorship and the fi rst approved medicines (tamoxifen and raloxifene) to reduce the incidence of any cancer in high-or low-risk women. This review focuses on the critical role of the few ER-positive cell lines (MCF-7, T47D, BT474, ZR-75-1) that continue to advance our understanding of the estrogenregulated biology of breast cancer. More importantly, the model cell lines have provided an opportunity to document the development and evolution of acquired antihormone resistance. The description of this evolutionary process that occurs in micrometastatic disease during up to a decade of adjuvant therapy would not be possible in the patient. The use of the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line, in particular, has been instrumental in discovering a vulnerability of ER-positive breast cancer exhaustively treated with antihormone therapy. Physiologic estradiol acts as an apoptotic trigger to cause tumor regression. These unanticipated fi ndings in the laboratory have translated to clinical advances in our knowledge of the paradoxical role of estrogen in the life and death of breast cancer.
Introduction
The past four decades have witnessed the successful evolution of effective breast cancer therapies as scientifi c research has translated into clinical practice. Breast cancer therapy began its story with combination cytotoxic chemotherapy. Chemotherapy, though able to create complete responses in some cases of breast cancer, works non-specifi cally, causing harmful and sometimes intolerable, life-threatening side effects. Antiestrogen therapies, by contrast, provide significant therapeutic improvement by focusing on a target, the tumor estrogen receptor (ER) [1] . It is important to point out that the ER was initially used not as a therapeutic target, but as a predictor of response to endocrine ablation, such as oophorectomy [2] . The innovation of targeting the tumor ER specifi cally using the non-steroidal antiestrogen tamoxifen ( Figure 1 ) [3] ultimately changed the prognosis of women with breast cancer by proposing two new treatment strategies: a new approach to therapy with long-term early adjuvant tamoxifen treatment following surgery and, subsequently, the possibility of using tamoxifen for chemoprevention [1, 2] . In both cases, the target would be the ER, to be blocked by tamoxifen.
Tamoxifen is approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat node-positive and node-negative breast cancer patients with long-term adjuvant therapy and is approved to lower the incidence of breast cancer in high-risk pre-and postmenopausal women. In both applications, clinical trials established and confi rmed that patients with ER-positive breast cancer are the ones who benefi t. Tumors that are ER-negative do not respond to tamoxifen. In addition to blocking estrogen ' s binding to its receptor, another means of limiting estrogenic activity in breast tissue is by blocking the synthesis of estrogen. Aromatase inhibitors block estrogen ' s conversion from its androgen precursor thereby limiting the production of estrogen [4, 5] . This approach has proven benefi cial clinically with fewer side effects than tamoxifen and improvements in recurrence rates and survival for postmenopausal patients [6 -9] .
The benefi t of antihormone (data primarily from tamoxifen trials) therapy targeted to the ER is impressive in terms of both recurrence-free survival and decreases in mortality [7, 10] . Millions of women now live longer, healthier lives based on the application of translational research [1] . Women of any age with ER-positive tumors experience an approximately 30 % mortality reduction when treated with long-term (5 year) adjuvant tamoxifen [7, 10] . Postmenopausal women, however, receive greater clinical benefi t with aromatase inhibitors rather than tamoxifen, in terms of lower breast cancer recurrence rates and fewer side effects [6] . Aromatase inhibitors can be used instead of tamoxifen for 5 years, after tamoxifen for 5 years, or by switching to an aromatase inhibitor after a year or two of tamoxifen. The important principle is to ensure compliance so that at least 5 years of antihormone treatment is used.
Breast cancer prevention trials built on the previous clinical experience with tamoxifen to demonstrate tamoxifen ' s effi cacy in preventing ER-positive invasive breast cancer in women at high-risk [11] . However, few high-risk women benefi t from population-based chemoprevention with tamoxifen, while many are exposed to side effects such as endometrial cancer and thromboembolic events [12] . As a result, a paradigm shift occurred with the fi nding that nonsteroidal antiestrogens are, in fact, selective ER modulators (SERMs). The laboratory discovery that SERMs can maintain bone density but prevent mammary carcinogenesis led to the idea of treating osteoporosis while preventing breast cancer at the same time [13 -15] . It is fair to say that the laboratory fi nding [16] that tamoxifen increases the growth of human endometrial cancer but stops the growth of breast cancer, and its subsequent clinical confi rmation [16, 17] really stressed the need to fi nd a new chemopreventive medicine. Raloxifene is a drug similar in structure to tamoxifen (Figure 1 ), which is now prescribed indefi nitely as a medicine to prevent osteoporosis, offering a benefi cial side effect of breast cancer prevention in postmenopausal women [18, 19] . Additionally, raloxifene is FDA-approved as a prevention strategy to reduce the incidence of ER-positive breast cancer in at-risk postmenopausal women without increasing the incidence of endometrial cancer as occurs with tamoxifen [20, 21] . Figure 1 illustrates the structures of estradiol, raloxifene, tamoxifen, and related metabolites.
With this brief clinical background of progress in the quality of life and survivorship for women with breast cancer, and the practical progress in reducing the incidence of breast cancer, several principles emerge to focus laboratory efforts to enhance further advances. Long-term therapy is the key to successful increases in survivorship, and only ER-positive tumors are responsive to antihormone therapy. However, because of the fi nding that 5 or more years of therapy can control recurrences of the growth of micrometastatic primary breast cancer, it is acquired resistance to antihormone therapy that must be addressed. Models must replicate clinical experience with the ER-positive tumor. The surviving cells whose growth is not blocked by antihormones have the plasticity to respond to treatment in a Darwinian model of continued growth and replication.
We will fi rst describe the limited types of ER-positive breast cancer cells available to the scientifi c community and the strategies used in the laboratory to create models to mimic clinical experience, i.e., years of antihormone therapy. Through the creation of reproducible models, mechanisms can be deciphered to apply to new clinical treatment strategies. 
Cell lines as platforms for modeling acquired antihormone resistance
The Early Breast Cancer Trialists ' Collaborative Group recently showed that after about 5 years of tamoxifen therapy for women with ER-positive breast tumors (10,645 women), yearly breast cancer mortality rate was reduced by 30 % for 15 years after treatment initiation [7] . If we estimate that ER-positive breast cancer, the most prevalent type, accounts for 75 % of all breast cancer, it follows that about half of the breast cancers may have or acquire resistance to antihormone therapy. This, combined with the fact that over 200,000 new cases of breast cancer [22] are expected to occur each year, makes acquired resistance a critical issue in breast cancer research and women ' s health. Prevention of primary breast cancer or the maintenance of patients to prevent recurrence of the disease is an important advance in translational research that continues to reduce healthcare costs and improve survivorship for millions of patients worldwide. Although it is fair to say that few women at high risk for breast cancer elect the chemoprevention option, there are more than half a million women using raloxifene to prevent osteoporosis and prevent breast cancer at the same time [18] . However, tumors that form during long-term raloxifene treatment [19] have acquired resistance to this SERM.
It is currently impossible to analyze the cell biology of every patient ' s individual breast tumor and predict outcomes, both practically and fi nancially. The actual relationship of the cancer cell with supporting stroma of an individual tumor cannot yet be reconstructed under laboratory conditions, but what can be achieved at this stage is the interrogation of available cell lines to focus on a specifi c group of ER-positive tumors and obtain general principles with which to plan treatments.
In other words, laboratory models in vitro and in vivo represent the medium for a conversation between the laboratory and the clinic. These models represent important subgroups of breast tumors in patients.
Breast cancer cell lines that are ER-positive are of specifi c value to conduct translational research to understand the mechanisms by which hormone-responsive breast tumors may develop acquired antihormone resistance. The ER-positive models to be discussed here are: ZR-75-1, BT-474, T47D, and MCF-7. Each cell line is available from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), but there are individual variants maintained in specifi c laboratories. The current ER statuses (Figure 2 ), ER protein regulation (Figure 2 ), hormone responsiveness to the principal steroidal estrogens estradiol and estrone (Figure 3 ) , and the relative ability of tamoxifen and its metabolites to block combined circulating levels of estrone and estradiol ( Figure  4 ) are illustrated. All cells tested have been confi rmed by DNA fi ngerprinting.
The ZR-75-1 breast cancer cell line
The ZR-75-1 human breast cancer cell line was derived in the late 1970s from a 63-year-old postmenopausal female patient with metastatic ductal carcinoma of the breast. The cells were taken from the ascites 3 months after initiation of tamoxifen treatment and exhibit estrogen and insulin responsiveness [25] . As ZR-75-1 cells are passaged, they retain their epithelial morphology, remaining similar in appearance to their original source biopsy, though their chromosome count decreases from approximately 75 to 72 after 38 passages [25] . Estradiol is the most potent of the natural estrogens in a woman ' s body and estrone, with the 17 β hydroxyl oxidized to a ketone, is less potent. It does, however, signifi cantly contribute to breast cancer cell growth.
(PR)-positive [25] . Tamoxifen (10 − 6 M) causes growth inhibition and the cells die [26] . Also, the cells are specifi cally growth stimulated by insulin and inhibited by androgens and glucocorticoids [25] .
The BT-474 breast cancer cell line
The BT-474 cell line comprises ER-positive, PR-positive epithelial cancer cells derived from invasive ductal breast carcinoma of a 60-year-old female patient [27] . Notably, these cells also express the membrane receptor human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) [28] . With 55 chromosomes, they grow in adherent patches in tissue culture and are tumorigenic [27] . BT-474 cells grow in response to estradiol, via their ER (see Figure 3) .
The T47D breast cancer cell line
The T47D cell line originates from a pleural effusion of a 54-year-old female patient with infi ltrating ductal breast carcinoma. The cells have approximately 60 to 70 chromosomes, multiple mitochondria, and irregular nuclei and nucleoli [29] . They maintain their epithelial morphology after several years of passage, can produce casein, and can be grown in a monolayer in vitro [29] . First described as an ER-positive, PR-positive, AR-positive, GR-positive, epithelial cell carcinoma model, it has since been established that the nuclear receptor levels and hormone responsiveness depend on the culture conditions [30] . T47D cells express ER and PR in estrogen-rich media but lose most PR and ER expression when grown in the absence of estrogen [30] .
Classically, estradiol stimulates proliferation of the T47D cell line through the ER and stimulates estrogen-regulated proteins such as PR, while tamoxifen inhibits this growth [31] . The stimulatory action of physiologic estrogens and the inhibition caused by tamoxifen and its principal metabolites are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Without the nuclear receptors, however, neither estradiol nor tamoxifen can infl uence growth as their mechanism of action through ER is eliminated [30] . Figure 4 Biological response of MCF-7 cells after 7-day treatment with premenopausal levels of estrone (E 1 , 8 nM) and estradiol (E 2 , 4 nM) found in plasma of premenopausal women during follicular phase of menstrual cycle [23] and tamoxifen metabolites 4OHT (6.3 nM), N-desmethyl-Tam (558 nM), tamoxifen (386 nM), and endoxifen (35.6 nM) at concentrations found in plasma of extensive metabolizers of tamoxifen [24] . As shown in the fi gure, a combination of E 1 /E 2 induces cell growth, and treatment with a combination of tamoxifen and its metabolites has minor effect on cells. Combination treatment of E 1 /E 2 and tamoxifen metabolites does not ablate the proliferation of the cells. However, addition of another tamoxifen metabolite endoxifen at concentrations found in plasma of extensive metabolizers of tamoxifen (35.6 nM) produces almost complete inhibitory effect on cell growth. Treatment with combination of all tamoxifen metabolites (including endoxifen) does not have any major biological effect. Similar results occur with T47D. Figure 5 Phenolsulfonphthalein (phenol red), the pH indicator in cell culture media, is structurally similar to the natural estrogen estradiol ( Figure 1 ) and synthetic estrogens. Unlike normal chemical titration analyses that use a pH indicator at very low concentrations, phenol red is incorporated at µ M levels in culture media. The estrogenicity was found to vary from batch to batch [39] . However, a potent estrogenic contaminant (right) exerts growth stimulatory effects on breast cancer cells [40] .
The MCF-7 breast cancer cell line
The majority of investigations into acquired antiestrogen drug resistance have utilized the MCF-7 cell line so prevalent in breast cancer laboratories. The MCF-7 cell line has been the topic of an earlier review [32] . MCF-7 cells are used ubiquitously in research for ER-positive breast cancer cell experiments, and many subclones have been established, representing different classes of ER-positive tumors with varying nuclear receptor expression levels.
The MCF-7 cell line was derived from the pleural effusion of a 69-year-old female patient with a diagnosis of adenocarcinoma of the breast [33] . This particular patient had undergone 3 years of radiotherapy and hormone therapy, most likely high-dose diethylstilbestrol (DES), a synthetic estrogen (the cell line was created before tamoxifen was available for clinical use). The cells were noted to be ER-positive [34] . In the mid-1970s, Lippman et al. [35, 36] demonstrated that non-steroidal antiestrogens, in general, and tamoxifen, in particular, could stop the growth of MCF-7 cells in culture, and this could be reversed with the administration of exogenous estradiol.
In the early 1980s, MCF-7 cells were shown to form tumors in vivo [37] with estrogen administration, but estrogen did not signifi cantly stimulate growth of the same cells in vitro [38] . At the time, it was proposed that a factor existing in the animal, but not in culture, be it a second messenger system or peptide growth factor, was required for the profound growth infl uence of estrogen on MCF-7 cells [38] . However, a landmark discovery occurred in 1986 identifying a contaminant of phenol red (phenolsulfonphthalein) (Figure 5 ), the pH indicator in media, as estrogenic [40, 41] . The media was therefore causing cells to grow [41] . All previous studies measuring estrogen ' s impact on the cells were undermined as the effects were confounded by additional estrogen in the media. The discovery allowed complete withdrawal of estrogen from the cells and the subsequent ability to document the real impact of estrogen on various cell functions including proliferation and apoptosis of MCF-7 cells [42 -46] .
Being ER-positive, the MCF-7 cell line grows and proliferates with estrogens, in concentrations as low as 10 − 11 M estradiol ( Figure 3 ) [32] . Tamoxifen competitively inhibits DNA synthesis in MCF-7 cells, binding to the same ER as do estrogens, though with a 1000-fold lower affi nity than estradiol [32] . When added to the cells simultaneously, estradiol can reverse this inhibition at a concentration 100-fold lower than tamoxifen (10 − 7 M vs. 10 − 8 M) causing cell growth ( Figure 4 ) [32] . The actions of tamoxifen and its metabolites on estrogen-stimulated proliferation are shown in Figure 4 . Pure antiestrogens, such as fulvestrant, that destroy ER, also inhibit growth of MCF-7 cells [47] . Figure 2 illustrates ER expression in the four described ER-positive breast cancer cell lines in different media conditions. ZR-75-1, BT-474, and MCF-7 cells increase expression of ER in the absence of estrogens, represented here by phenol red-free media supplemented with charcoal-stripped fetal bovine serum (SFS). Estrogen exposure to these cells causes decreased ER mRNA and protein levels [48] . T47D cells, by contrast, express more ER in an estrogenic environment, shown here as red media with fetal bovine serum (FBS) [48] . As previously stated, T47D ER expression is lost in an estrogen-free environment. Tamoxifen causes increased ER protein levels in MCF-7 and T47D cells, while fulvestrant causes decreased protein levels in both cell lines [48] . The alternate models of ER regulation in the cell lines has previously been summarized [48] and is now updated and illustrated in Figure  6 for convenience. The consistent model (Model I) of ER regulation is an upregulation of ER in the absence of estrogen. However, T47D does not conform and requires estrogen for ER synthesis (Model II).
ER regulation in ER-positive breast cancer cell lines

Models of acquired antihormone resistance in vitro
ER-negative breast cancer cells, such as the MDA-MB-231 and SKBr3 cell lines, do not respond to antihormone treatment. There are some ER-positive cell lines that also exhibit intrinsic resistance; that is, antihormones do not create a subpopulation of these cells that are resistant over time. They simply do not respond initially, perhaps via growth factor receptor overexpression allowing other mechanisms of growth stimulation. Osborne ' s group showed in 1992 [49] that when ER-positive MCF-7 cells are transfected with HER2, the cells are intrinsically resistant to antihormones such as tamoxifen, presenting HER2 as a potentially important factor for tamoxifen sensitivity and drug resistance.
To investigate the properties of acquired antihormone-resistant breast cancer cells, populations of MCF-7 cells have been created that are adapted to various antihormone environments. MCF-7 cells, more than the other three ER-positive cell lines T47D, BT-474, and ZR-75-1, are well-suited for antihormone resistance studies as they are easily cultured and retain ER expression when treated with antihormones; they are routinely used in the laboratory and have produced more data of practical knowledge for patient care than any other breast cancer cell line (see fi nal section). Figure 7 illustrates 
Figure 6
The diagrammatic representation of cellular ER regulation in media with or without estradiol (E 2 ). This diagram is based on the general responses to estrogen illustration by Western blotting in Figure 2 and presented in detail in [48] . Model I ER regulation (MCF-7, ZR-75-1, BT-474) has an upregulation of ER message and protein in an estrogen-depleted environment, but ER is downregulated at the mRNA and protein level in the presence of estrogen. Model II ER regulation (T47D) has upregulation of ER message and protein in an estrogen-containing environment, but ER is not produced in an estrogen-depleted environment. Cells lose ER to become ER negative.
the lineages of different subtypes of MCF-7 cells maintained in the laboratory.
One such in vitro model illustrating the varied attributes of tamoxifen-resistant cells are the MCF-7 Lombardi Cancer Center (LCC) subclones (see Figure 7 ). The MCF-7:LCC1 variant represents an estrogen-independent breast cancer cell line obtained from in vivo selection in oophorectomized nude mice and re-cultured in vitro to become a stable cell line [50, 51] . Though estrogen-independent, the cells are still tamoxifen-sensitive [50] . When this cell line was selected for tamoxifen resistance in vitro, the MCF-7:LCC2 clone was created. MCF-7:LCC2 cells are stable, ER-positive, and respond to the pure antiestrogen, fulvestrant [52] . Along the same lineage, MCF-7:LCC9 cells were derived by selecting in vitro MCF-7:LCC1 cells for fulvestrant resistance, and subsequently, these cells exhibit cross-resistance to tamoxifen [53] .
Another early antiestrogen-resistant variant of MCF-7 cells is the LY2 line. MCF-7:LY2 cells are resistant to LY117018, a potent antiestrogen related to raloxifene [54] . The LY2 cells also exhibit cross-resistance to tamoxifen and continue to be responsive to estrogen but with lower ER levels than MCF-7. The cell line was created by selection with increasing the concentration of LY117018 up to 1 µ M as MCF-7 cells became resistant [54] . A related MCF-7 raloxifene-resistant line MCF-7/RAL was created by growing MCF-7 cells in estrogen-free culture with 1 µ M raloxifene for over a year [55] . These cells grow in response to estradiol and raloxifene and are growth-inhibited by fulvestrant [56] . Most importantly, the cells exhibit an unusual apoptotic response to estradiol in vivo (see next section). The MCF-7/F cell line was established by culturing the parental MCF-7 cells in fulvestrantcontaining estrogen-free media for 18 months. ER expression was lost, and the cells became resistant to all antihormone therapies [57] .
Short-term estrogen deprivation causes distinct responses of MCF-7 cells in comparison to long-term (over 6 months) estrogen deprivation. These studies are important to mimic the early response of ER-positive breast cancer to aromatase inhibition. Culture of MCF-7 cells in media that is phenol red-free with charcoal-stripped serum (estrogen-free) causes immediate proliferation inhibition [42, 46] . Slowed proliferation continues for about a month after estrogen removal, indicating the cells have not yet found adaptive or compensatory growth mechanisms. When stimulated with estradiol, the proliferation rate of these short-term estrogen-deprived cells increases, and antiestrogens again inhibit growth [42, 46] . Over time, MCF-7 cells deprived of estrogen eventually adapt their growth in estrogen-free media, losing their estrogen sensitivity, but antiestrogens continue to inhibit growth [43] . The ER is retained and expanded.
In 1995, Santen ' s group hypothesized [58] that MCF-7 cells develop hypersensitivity to minute concentrations of estradiol (or indeed any available estrogen) after estradiol deprivation as a means of adapting to estrogen withdrawal and spontaneous growth. They noted that when MCF-7 cells are deprived of estrogen for 1 -6 months, a 10-fold lower concentration of estradiol is needed for maximal growth, when compared to normally cultured MCF-7 cells. This model suggests an explanation for spontaneous growth that occurs after estrogen withdrawal; that is, the breast cancer cells are hypersensitive to minute environmental concentrations of estrogen [58] . Indeed, this is a valid hypothesis as the estrogen-deprived cell population adapts by selecting any available cell to grow in the environment: a Darwinian model.
Long-term estrogen-deprived (LTED) MCF-7 cells form a stable cell line that has been used to investigate estrogen ' s effect on breast cancer cells over varied exposures and lengths of time. MCF-7:LTED cells, in contrast to their short-term estrogen-deprived counterparts, are able to grow despite lack of estrogen in the media and are growth inhibited by estradiol [43] .
MCF-7:5C cells were developed by long-term estrogen withdrawal from the parental wild-type MCF-7 breast cancer cells [59, 60] . The ER in MCF-7:5C cells is wild type, and expression levels are similar to MCF-7 [59] (see Figure 2 ). This hormone-independent, ER-positive, PR-negative clonal population proved useful in representing the behavior of longterm estrogen-deprived breast cancer cells, that is, those of postmenopausal women decades after menopause or patients who have undergone long-term antihormone therapy, e.g., 5-year aromatase inhibitor treatment [60] . MCF-7:5C cells are unresponsive to 4-hydroxytamoxifen, and estradiol does not enhance growth [59, 60] but triggers estradiol-induced apoptosis [44] .
The MCF-7:2A cell line is similar to the MCF-7:5C cell line and was generated from long-term estrogen withdrawal from MCF-7 cells. Uniquely, MCF-7:2A cells express two forms of the ER, a 66-kDa wild type and a 77-kDa mutant (see Figure 2) [48, 61] . The wild-type ER, expressed 4-to 10-fold higher than the mutant, is still functional, whereas the mutant ER, containing a repeat of exons 6 and 7 in the ER gene [62] , can no longer bind estrogens nor antiestrogens. MCF-7:2A cells grow in estrogen-free media as they are estrogen-independent. In contrast to its parental cell line, the 2A cells show no response to estradiol during the fi rst 7 days of treatment, then begin to die via apoptosis during week 2. Both tamoxifen and pure antiestrogens block growth in these cells [48, 61] .
In search of other in vitro models illustrating antihormoneresistant breast cancer cells, the T47D cell line can offer additional information. T47D cells differ from MCF-7 cells in that their tumor suppressor protein p53 is mutated on one allele of the gene (194 Leu→ Phe) [63] . Also, MCF-7 cells continually express ER, whereas T47D lose ER expression when estrogen is withdrawn for extended periods of time [64] . The T47D:A18 variant is ER positive and PR positive, derived from culturing the T47D cell line in estrogen-rich media [64] . They grow in response to estrogen and are inhibited by 4-hydroxytamoxifen [64] . T47D:C4 cells, in contrast, were established by culturing T47D cells in estrogen-free media [30, 64] . The parental cells are transformed into ER-negative, PR-negative cells, which are unresponsive to antihormone therapy [65] .
To address mechanistic issues of antihormone resistance, T47D-r cells, also derived from the parental T47D line, were created to be resistant to fulvestrant [66] . Proteomic analysis was used to compare T47D vs. T47D-r cells to identify 38 proteins with signifi cantly (2-fold up-or downregulation) different expression [66] . Furthermore, mRNA expression differed for 11 of the proteins. These data are evidence supporting the molecular and mechanistic changes that occur to T47D breast cancer cells as they become increasingly resistant to antiestrogens [66] . The T47Dco subclone is estrogen-and antiestrogen-resistant and expresses PR regardless of estrogen stimulation. Progestins inhibit proliferation of T47Dco cells [67] . Initially described as ER negative [67] , it was subsequently shown that the cells express three mutant ERs that have no ability to bind ligand [68] . This cell line allows for extensive study on progestins ' effect on breast cancer independently of estrogen, as well as on ER mutations as a mechanism of hormone resistance.
When ZR-75-1 cells are treated with tamoxifen for 6 months, both ER and PR levels decrease, but the antihormone is still able to impede the cancer growth. Tamoxifen resistance occurs after a year of tamoxifen treatment, as evidenced by the tamoxifen-resistant subclone ZR-75-9a1, a distinct ER-negative, PR-negative cell line [69] . Table 1 summarizes the discussed cell lines ' subclones used for modeling ER-positive breast cancer cells in vitro.
Models of acquired antihormone resistance in vivo
Laboratory studies of endometrial cancer in vivo aided in the understanding of acquired resistance to tamoxifen. Estradiol signifi cantly increases the growth rate of human ER-positive endometrial cancer transplanted into ovariectomized nude mice, while the growth rate of ER-negative endometrial cancer in this model is unaffected by estradiol treatment [70] . However, ER-positive endometrial tumors implanted in nude mice also grew more quickly in response to tamoxifen or estradiol treatment than the control-treated mice [71] . When medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) (a standard therapy for endometrial cancer) was administered to the tamoxifen-treated animals implanted with endometrial tumors, inhibition of growth was increased in comparison to the tamoxifen-treated tumors alone. In contrast, the growth of ER-negative endometrial cancer injected into athymic mice was unaffected by all treatments [71] .
Subsequently, the human endometrial tumor EnCa101 was pivotal in enhancing knowledge of the target site specifi city of tamoxifen, as well as by other similar triphenylethylene antiestrogens (e.g., clomiphene, trioxifene, nafoxidine) [72] . Athymic mice transplanted with both MCF-7 breast and EnCa101 endometrial tumors, and treated with either estradiol, tamoxifen, or a combination, demonstrated that estradiol increases the growth of both tumors. Tamoxifen, however, blocks breast cancer growth while enhancing the growth of endometrial cancer [16] . These data were rapidly translated to patient care [17] , with breast cancer patients being given routine gynecological examinations to detect endometrial cancer that was slightly but signifi cantly increased during adjuvant tamoxifen therapy. The target site-specifi c action of tamoxifen in breast and endometrium was hypothesized to be dependent on differential modulation of the estrogenic actions of tamoxifen in different target tissues [73] . The concept was supported by studies of antiestrogens with reduced estrogenic action. Keoxifene (subsequently called raloxifene) and LY117018 are less estrogenic in the rodent uterus and have less of an effect on EnCa101 growth stimulation [72, 74] . Further, ICI 164,384, as it is a pure antiestrogen with no intrinsic estrogenicity, did not stimulate EnCa101 tumor growth and was able to block tamoxifen-induced growth [15] . Clinical studies demonstrate that unlike tamoxifen, raloxifene [18] and fulvestrant [75] have no estrogen-like action in the human uterus.
MCF-7 models in vitro eventually evolved one step further toward clinical practice when they were adapted into models in vivo, which mirror more closely clinical care. Models in vivo create a new dimension to assess the importance of a functioning physiologic interaction between cancer cells, the interaction of angiogenesis, cellular metabolism, and respiration that are not created in cell culture. The fi rst studies of MCF-7 cells implanted into nude mice were published in the 1980s. MCF-7 cells implanted into mice with intact ovaries, or simultaneously with estrogen into ovariectomized mice, grew in an estrogen-dependent manner [37] .
In the 1980s, transplanted models of MCF-7 human breast cancer into athymic mice were used to investigate the unique aspects of acquired resistance to SERMs. Tamoxifen acts as a competitive inhibitor of estradiol-stimulated growth, i.e., the action of tamoxifen as an antitumor agent is reversed by increasing the dose of estradiol [76] . Similarly, months of tamoxifen therapy do not destroy implanted MCF-7 tumors [77, 78] , as estrogen can reactivate tumor growth. Eventually, acquired resistance to tamoxifen occurred after 4 months of treatment, wherein neither tamoxifen nor estrogen deprivation could produce signifi cant tumor regression [79] . Breast tumors then grew despite tamoxifen treatment demonstrating that acquired resistance to antihormone therapy had developed.
However, a similar study came to a different conclusion; MCF-7 tumors grew in the athymic mouse not despite tamoxifen therapy but because of tamoxifen therapy [80] . When the MCF-7 tumors resistant to tamoxifen were transplanted into new athymic animals, these ER-positive, PR-positive tumors were found to grow in response to either estradiol or tamoxifen treatment. It is also noteworthy that the tamoxifen-stimulated tumors expressed twice the level of ER when compared to their estradiol-stimulated counterparts [80] . A survey of other steroidal and non-steroidal antiestrogens demonstrated that tamoxifen-stimulated growth is dependent on the estrogen-like actions of tamoxifen. Less estrogenic agents do not increase the growth of acquired tamoxifen resistance in MCF-7 tumors [81] . There is cross-resistance with other antiestrogens, e.g., toremifene or raloxifene [82, 83] but not fulvestrant. Overall, this model mimics the development of acquired resistance to tamoxifen during the treatment of metastatic breast cancer. The tumors become resistant to therapy in about 2 years.
Many of the previously discussed MCF-7 subclones have been examined in animal models. When the MCF-7/RAL cells are transplanted into athymic ovariectomized mice, they are able to form tumors when treated with either estradiol or raloxifene. Eventually, after about 8 months of re-transplantation, the tumors grow only in response to raloxifene and are inhibited by estradiol [56] .
MCF-7/LCC1 cells are estrogen-responsive and tamoxifen-sensitive in vivo. MCF-7/LCC2 cells, on the other hand, behave estrogen-independently in vivo. They continue to exhibit tamoxifen resistance in vivo as they do in vitro [52] . The MCF-7/LCC9 cell line, consistent with its in vitro action, can form tumors in the athymic ovariectomized mouse and are unresponsive to fulvestrant [53] .
Similarly, MCF-7 cells with acquired resistance to tamoxifen (MCF-7:Tam) in vivo implanted in athymic ovariectomized mice grow in response to tamoxifen or estradiol, but the steroidal antiestrogen RU 39,411 or ICI 164,384 inhibit growth [81] . However, long-term transplantation of MCF-7:Tam tumors into athymic mice eventually results in a change in response to physiologic estradiol with rapid tumor regression [84, 85] . Similarly, MCF-7:5C cells injected into athymic ovariectomized mice undergo apoptosis when treated with estradiol, causing complete tumor regression [44] . This unusual change in the biology of the tumors will be revisited in the next section. T47D cells have also been examined in vivo to evaluate the role of SERMs to create acquired antihormone resistance. T47D cells transplanted into athymic ovariectomized mice can generate tumors in response to estradiol, and tamoxifen can inhibit this estrogen-stimulated growth. However, after high-dose (1.5 mg daily) tamoxifen treatment, the tumor cells become tamoxifen-resistant after about 8 weeks, wherein tamoxifen begins to stimulate tumor growth [86] . The T47D cells giving rise to tamoxifen-stimulated tumors produce a subtype of T47D cell named T47D:Tam. Other SERMs, arzoxifene and LY117018, did not increase growth of T47D:Tam tumors in vivo; likewise, arzoxifene and LY117018 did not increase the growth of estradiol-stimulated T47D tumors either. This indicates a lack of cross-resistance between tamoxifen and the other antiestrogens in T47D cells in vivo [87] .
In addition to SERM studies, models in vivo also examined the effect of aromatase inhibition on ER-positive cell lines. In 1994, nude mice were injected with MCF-7 cells transfected with the human aromatase gene to study the action of aromatase inhibitors in vivo for the treatment of breast cancer [88] . In the normal nude mouse, tumors grew in response to ovarian estrogen and were inhibited by aromatase inhibitors and tamoxifen. The aromatase substrate, androstenedione, was administered to the ovariectomized mice in order to model human disease as mice express no androgen precursor. Ovariectomized nude mice injected with aromatase-transfected MCF-7 cells grew tumors utilizing estrogen produced through the aromatization of androstenedione via the aromatase pathway. Aromatase inhibitors (4-hydroxyadrostenedione and CGS 16949A) and tamoxifen were able to block the tumor growth. This latter model represents postmenopausal women whose tumors grow not in response to ovarian estrogen, but estrogen generated through the aromatization of androgens found primarily in the adipose tissue. MCF-7 cells transfected with the aromatase gene and injected into ovariectomized mice were inhibited better with the combination treatment of fulvestrant and anastrozole than either agent alone. This suggests the targeting of both aromatase and the ER for better treatment of postmenopausal breast cancer patients [89] . These studies provide a rationale behind aromatase inhibitors ' effi cacy in the clinical setting [88] .
Laboratory models set the stage for intense evaluation of antihormone-resistant breast cancer cells. By continuing investigation of mechanisms of resistance, many unique and sometimes paradoxical effects of hormones and antihormones on ER-positive breast tumors have been discovered. The fi nding that an estrogen and an antiestrogen could eventually stimulate breast cancer growth demonstrated the unique qualities of acquired resistance to SERMs [80] . The aforementioned individual fi ndings now began to form models for the evolution of acquired resistance that can not only be interrogated in the laboratory but also applied to clinical care.
Evolution of acquired antihormone resistance
Based on laboratory evidence from both individual reports and studies of up to a decade, the evolution of acquired resistance to SERMs can now be described in distinct phases following longterm SERM treatment and long-term experiments in vitro and in vivo (Figure 8 ) [90, 91] . The evolution (Figure 8 ) of acquired resistance occurs after an initial period of therapeutic success where antiestrogenic activity predominates, and the SERMs are competitive inhibitors of estrogen-stimulated tumor growth in athymic mice [76, 77] . The therapeutic phase of SERM action can be maintained for a year or two (at most), but eventually, tumors start to grow despite continued tamoxifen [79] . However, these tumors can be re-transplanted into other tamoxifen-treated ovariectomized athymic mice [80] . Paradoxically, both physiologic estradiol and tamoxifen (there is cross-resistance with raloxifene and toremifene) [82] can then cause growth, indicating Phase I resistance. The pure antiestrogens ICI 164,382 and fulvestrant block Phase I growth with either tamoxifen or estradiol. A similar form of acquired resistance to tamoxifen occurs with the T47D breast cancer cell line [86, 87] . This type of acquired resistance is characteristic of resistance to tamoxifen during the treatment of metastatic ER-positive breast cancer and is why either fulvestrant or an aromatase inhibitor is effective second-line therapeutic agent in the clinic [92, 93] . The laboratory principles are illustrated in Figure 8 .
However, these laboratory data are inconsistent with the successful adjuvant treatment of node-positive and nodenegative ER-positive breast cancer with 5 years of tamoxifen [7] . In fact, not only is tamoxifen effective during adjuvant Figure 9 . This process with SERMs in vivo is replicated with estrogen deprivation with MCF-7 breast cancer cells in vitro; cells initially start to grow spontaneously, but estrogen still induces growth (hypersensitivity). This is Phase I. Long-term estrogen deprivation causes spontaneous growth in culture but apoptosis with physiologic estrogens both in vitro and in vivo (Phase II).
therapy but also effective at maintaining recurrence-free survival and reducing mortality by 30 % from the 10 years following tamoxifen being stopped. Laboratory studies have now provided an insight into this clinical advance. Repeated transplantation of tamoxifen-resistant tumors into subsequent generations of tamoxifen-treated athymic mice results in a change in the clonal selection of tumor cells. Not only do the tumors remain tamoxifen-dependent for growth over a 5-year period but also the constant exposure to tamoxifen treatment changes the tumor response to estradiol from being a survival signal to an apoptotic trigger. Tumor regression occurs in response to physiologic estrogen, and this has been proposed as a mechanism to explain the decreasing mortality of tamoxifentreated patients following adjuvant tamoxifen [84, 85] . In other words, short-term adjuvant tamoxifen only pushes acquired resistance into Phase I resistance where estradiol is still a growth stimulator once tamoxifen is stopped. In contrast, longer tamoxifen treatment forces clonal selection into Phase II resistance where apoptosis occurs upon exposure to a woman ' s own estrogen. This is illustrated when a comparison between Figure 9 A and 9B is made. Indeed, it was proposed that as tumors that regress and subsequently regrow in response to physiological estrogen can again respond to subsequent antihormone treatments, then this could be applied in the clinic [85] . This experiment has recently been reported in a clinical study by Ellis et al. [95] .
The evolution of cell populations to long-term antihormone therapies has been replicated with raloxifene in a 10-year study in vivo [56] . The reason for doing this is that raloxifene will be used indefi nitely to prevent osteoporosis [19] and breast cancer [21] . The same evolution of acquired resistance occurs with the development of Phase I and Phase II raloxifene resistance, characterized by Phase I resistance with estradiol-or raloxifenestimulated tumor growth, and Phase II resistance characterized by estradiol-induced tumor regression. It is perhaps relevant to point out that MCF-7 cells exposed to both raloxifene and estrogen deprivation in vitro rapidly advance to Phase II resistance with estradiol-induced apoptosis in vivo [55] .
Additionally, there are a couple of other clinically relevant points that can be made about acquired SERM resistance in the laboratory. The T47D cell line advances to Phase I tamoxifen resistance but does not progress to Phase II. The fact that T47D cells have mutant p53 may be relevant as estrogeninduced apoptosis does not develop.
The pure antiestrogen fulvestrant is an excellent antiestrogen/antitumor agent in the laboratory, but results have been disappointing clinically until the recent successful use of twice the recommended dose [94] . Laboratory studies with Phase II tamoxifen-resistant tumors grown in athymic mice suggest that the second-line use of fulvestrant in an environment of physiologic estrogen is destined to fail and, in fact, cause enhanced tumor growth [96] . The reason for this is unknown.
The fact that aromatase inhibitors are now the adjuvant treatment of choice for postmenopausal patients with ER-positive breast cancer makes an examination of acquired resistance mandatory. Suffi ce to say that the principles fi rst described for SERMs are true for aromatase inhibitors and the development of acquired resistance to estrogen deprivation in vivo [97 -99] . No treatment (equivalent to an aromatase inhibitor clinically) causes growth to slow, as does administering fulvestrant, but physiologic estradiol (E 2 ) causes dramatic apoptosis and tumor regression. Paradoxically, physiologic E 2 plus fulvestrant actually causes tumor growth. The low concentration of fulvestrant cancels out the apoptotic effect of E 2 thereby redirecting E 2 as a growth signal, but higher concentrations of fulvestrant now have effective antitumor effects. This is now noted clinically [94] .
Mechanisms of acquired antihormone resistance
Breast cancer can be resistant to antihormones in varied ways. As previously noted, intrinsic resistance can occur de novo wherein antihormone therapy generates no disease regression. This occurs in ER-negative tumors, as well as in some subgroups of ER-positive tumors. However, we will focus on the mechanisms involved in the evolution of acquired antihormone resistance. Acquired resistance to antihormone therapy can be caused by three main mechanisms to be discussed here: loss of ER function, aberrant growth factor signaling, and estrogen-induced apoptosis.
Loss of ER function as a mechanism of acquired antihormone resistance
Experiments in vitro provide an initial platform for studying the mechanisms of acquired antihormone resistance. First, if the ER in breast cancer cells is altered, the effects of antihormones will be altered accordingly. If ER expression is lost, the whole mechanism of endocrine therapy will be undermined; ER-mediated actions will no longer contribute to proliferation or apoptosis. Similarly, if ER is mutated in such a way that no longer binds its ligands, resistance will occur. Nonetheless, ER mutation is not a major factor in drug resistance but one example that has provided insight into ER modulation of antiestrogen action [101 -104] .
If the promoter regions of ER target genes are hypermethylated during acquired resistance, transcription of ER target genes is again blocked, abrogating antihormone effi cacy in vitro [105] . Coupling of ubiquitin conjugation to ER degradation (CUE) domains are approximately 50 amino acids long and bind monoubiquitin molecules used in traffi cking and ubiquitylation [106] . CUE domain-containing protein-2 (CUEDC2) is shown to have an inverse correlation with ER protein expression in breast cancer cells in vitro. High levels of CUEDC2 protein expression correlate with tamoxifen resistance, probably due to loss of ER via the ubiquitin/proteosome pathway [107] .
If the ER is inactivated because of histone methylation or deacetylation, treating breast cancer cells that have acquired resistance to antihormones with a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor can re-activate the ER. This concept has been illustrated using ER-negative MDA-MB-231 wherein an HDAC inhibitor generates both ER and aromatase expression. Letrozole can then be used as effective treatment [108] , suggesting a potential treatment mechanism for ER-positive cells that have lost ER expression during acquired resistance. Loss or reduction of ER as a primary cell survival pathway can also be replaced by an increase in the mosaic of growth factor signaling pathways. These pathways can modulate and subvert steroid hormone receptor synthesis and action [109, 110] .
Growth factor signaling as a compensatory mechanism of survival
Growth factor signaling and ER crosstalk are consistent mechanisms by which acquired resistance to antihormones develops. It provides the breast cancer cells a means of escape from suppressive signaling and a way to continue proliferation. Growth factors may be able to contribute enough proliferative signal to drive ER target gene transcription even without normal ER ligand [111] . Growth factor signaling contributes indirectly to ER function, both genomically and non-genomically [111] .
An important mechanism for bypassing antihormone-induced apoptosis is through increased expression of membrane receptor tyrosine kinases, including epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGFR), fi broblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), and HER2. These membrane receptors can activate not only the ER signaling pathway [112] but also the MAPK and AKT signal transduction pathways through increased phosphorylation of p42/44. This is demonstrated in vitro using MCF-7:LTED cell growth inhibition by IGFR knockdown [113] . OSI-906, an IGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor, prevents MCF-7:LTED growth both in vitro and in vivo [113] .
When EGFR is transfected into ZR-75-1 cells, the cells become estrogen-independent. These cells become ER negative when tamoxifen is introduced and continued to grow using EGF and its receptor, indicating a possible growth mechanism for antihormone-resistant breast cancer cells [114] . Further, ZR-75-1 cells treated with a 5-azacytidine (a DNA methylation inhibitor used to study infl uence of epigenetic changes on acquired estrogen independence) develop estrogen independence when grown in estrogen-free media, increasing their HER2 and EGFR expression. Growth of these antihormone-resistant cells can be slowed by an anti-EGFR antibody, indicating a crucial role of EGFR and growth factor signaling in the progression of antihormone resistance in ZR-75-1 cells [115] . When EGF-stimulated growth was measured in MCF-7 cells, it was not able to be blocked by tamoxifen, 4-hydroxytamoxifen, nor ICI 164,384, suggesting an important growth factor infl uence on their proliferation [116] . Further, breast cancer cells with amplifi ed FGFR show increased resistance to 4-hydroxytamoxifen in vitro, reversible with FGFR-targeted siRNA, indicating a mechanism driving endocrine resistance [117] .
If cancer cells are using downstream signaling pathways to continue their growth independent of ER, then blocking key signaling molecules could reveal additional mechanisms of escape. Antagonists of downstream ER signaling pathway proteins, such as mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), provide potential targets to prevent breast cancer growth after antihormone resistance occurs. The combination of tamoxifen and the mTOR inhibitor RAD001 have an additive effect on MCF-7 cells, together blocking tumor growth in vitro better than either agent alone [118] , identifying mTOR as an important target to delay the development of antihormone resistance.
Breast cancer cells that have acquired letrozole resistance highly overexpress the growth factor progranulin when compared to their letrozole-sensitive counterparts in vitro [119] . Progranulin is shown in the laboratory to cause breast cancer cells to acquire letrozole resistance, and knocking down this growth factor can confer letrozole sensitivity to cells that had acquired letrozole resistance, thereby blocking their proliferation [119] . This example again demonstrates the complexity and fl exibility of breast cancer cells to utilize growth factor signaling for survival after long-term antihormone therapy [119] .
Long-term estrogen-deprived ER-positive breast cancer cells transfected with the human aromatase gene were studied in ovariectomized athymic nude mice to elucidate mechanisms of acquired resistance to aromatase inhibitors in vivo. Similar concepts emerge in vivo as have been described in vitro. Letrozole-resistant tumors express decreased levels of ER compared with letrozole-sensitive tumors in vivo and an increase in HER2 (six-fold) and IGFR tyrosine kinase receptors and their downstream signaling proteins (e.g., MAPK), suggesting a shift in signaling pathways away from ER [99, 120 -123] . Inhibiting these tumors with the anti-HER2 monoclonal antibody trastuzumab restores letrozole sensitivity [123, 124] by downregulating HER2 and restoring ER expression [108] . This indicates that letrozole-resistant ER-positive tumors utilize HER2 signaling to survive despite therapy. HER2 and ER expressions were shown in vivo to correlate inversely with one another; that is, when HER2 is inactivated by trastuzumab ER expression increases, and the cells become re-sensitized to antihormones and aromatase inhibition [99, 121] . EGFR inhibitors are also able to restore letrozole sensitivity [122] .
Proteins involved in the MAPK signaling pathway, p-Raf, p-Mek1/2, and p-MAPK, are increased in tumors in vivo that have acquired resistance to letrozole [122, 123, 125] , suggesting the activation of aberrant signaling for compensatory proliferation after long-term aromatase inhibition. Blocking ER with fulvestrant simultaneously with the PI3K inhibitor wortmannin is more effective than antihormone alone, suggesting that the pathway involving PI3K provides a means of growth escape to long-term antihormone-treated breast cancers [126] .
Growth factors, e.g., the nuclear coactivator amplifi ed in breast cancer-1 (AIB1, also called SRC-3 and NCoA-3) can activate the ER pathway during antihormone treatment. In the clinical setting, high levels of AIB1 expression in tamoxifentreated tumors is associated with worse disease-free survival for breast cancer patients, illustrating the importance of AIB1 in the resistance pathway [127] . AIB1 exerts control over many of the growth factor signaling pathways relevant to acquired antihormone resistance, such as EGFR, HER2, PI3K, and mTOR, and interacts with many proteins associated with transcription, cell cycle regulation, and protein degradation [128, 129] .
Estrogen-induced apoptosis mechanisms during acquired Phase II resistance
The most signifi cant aspect of the evolution of antihormone resistance is the drift toward reconfi guring signaling networks to make the cell survive with no estrogen, but this creates a vulnerability to estrogen-induced apoptosis. After 5 years of treatment with antihormones, the sophisticated growth pathways become sensitive and paradoxically collapsed by estrogen, once a growth and survival signal. Clinically in the past, women with breast cancer have been successfully treated with high-dose estrogen therapy [130, 131] . This was the fi rst effective chemical therapy for any cancer and was the standard-of-care before tamoxifen [132] . Investigation has sought to uncover mechanisms by which apoptosis occurs in Phase II-acquired resistance and how estrogen makes this switch in signaling.
B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) is a signaling molecule expressed in 40 % -80 % of primary breast cancers that functions to prevent apoptosis [133] , thereby contributing to malignancy and resistance. It acts as an antiapoptotic signal in long-term estrogen-deprived ER-positive breast cancer cells [134] to subvert estrogen-induced apoptosis. Inhibition of Bcl-2 via siRNA in vitro confers caspase-7 and caspase-9 activation and causes the cells to be synergistically sensitive to estrogen-induced apoptosis [134] , making Bcl-2 an interesting therapeutic target. Bcl-2-interacting killer (BIK) regulates calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum that triggers downstream mitochondria-mediated apoptosis, also inhibiting Bcl-2. High levels of BIK ' s inhibitory chaperone, GRP78, in ER-positive breast cancer cells, prevents apoptosis and causes endocrine resistance [135] , thereby asserting itself as another potential therapeutic target.
Studies of varied ER-positive breast cancer cells began to investigate the unique properties of physiologic estrogen that causes tumor regression in postmenopausal women [43] . Santen ' s group showed in 2001 [43] estrogen-independent growth of MCF-7:LTED cells and signifi cant reduction of tumor growth when treated with estradiol. Using annexin V staining and Western blot analysis, the experiments demonstrated induction of FasL, a death receptor ligand associated with the apoptosis cascade, when cells were treated with estradiol [43] . This fi nding established the notion of estrogeninducing Fas-mediated apoptosis in LTED breast cancer cells. Apoptosis via the Fas/FasL pathway was increased 7-fold in the estradiol-treated LTED breast cancer cells when compared to the vehicle-treated LTED cells [43] . Fas mRNA and protein were also increased in MCF-7:Tam tumors in vivo, correlated with decreases in NF-κ B expression. The laboratory experiment showed that increased Fas signaling and simultaneous suppression of NF-κ B ' s antiapoptotic signaling may be characteristic of estradiol-induced apoptosis [96] .
Estrogen-induced apoptosis can also originate through the intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis pathway, when cytochrome C is released from the mitochondria [44] . This is shown in the laboratory using MCF-7:5C cells in vivo [44] . MCF-7:5C cells injected into ovariectomized athymic mice exhibited increased apoptotic protein (e.g., Bax, Bim, p53) expression and tumor regression when treated with estradiol [44] .
In tamoxifen-stimulated (Phase II resistant) MCF-7 xenografts, fulvestrant can reverse estrogen-induced apoptosis, stimulating growth and expression of phosphorylated HER2, HER3, p-ERK1/2, and p-GSK3 α and β proteins [136] . Pertuzumab blocks the interaction of p-HER2 and HER3 and is able to decrease tumor growth in this model in vivo, suggesting that fulvestrant stimulation of antihormone-resistant ER-positive breast cancers depend not on ER or ER target genes, but on the HER2/HER3 signaling pathway [136] .
Additionally, AIB1 is required for estrogen-induced apoptosis in MCF-7:5C cells in vitro. The Wellstein group found that AIB1 is involved in signaling pathways that encourage apoptosis in this context, most prominently through associations with G-protein-coupled receptors, PI3K, Wnt, and Notch signaling pathways [129] . MCF-7 gene expression was examined for the WS8 (wild type), 5C, and 2A-derived cell lines to examine differences in gene regulation during Phase II estrogen-induced apoptosis [100] . For the cell line most sensitive to estrogen-induced apoptosis (MCF-7:5C), genes associated with estrogen signaling, endoplasmic reticulum stress, and infl ammation were upregulated, along with apoptotic genes such as BIM and caspase-4, in comparison to WS8 and 2A cells. Analysis of the gene regulation and protein expression indicates that estrogen-induced apoptosis is induced through an infl ammatory response in the breast cancer cells, inducing proinfl ammatory genes (e.g., IL, IFM, arachidonic acid) [100] . The aforementioned examples allow translational research to apply laboratory-revealed mechanisms of acquired resistance to antihormones toward treatment strategies for overcoming or preventing such resistance in ER-positive breast cancer.
Clinical translation via cell models of ER-positive breast cancer
Laboratory models in vitro and in vivo are the invaluable link to clinical translation and enhanced patient survivorship. During the past three decades, the ER-positive breast cancer cell line MCF-7 has been indispensable in this process not only to test therapeutic strategies but also to advance our understanding of hormone-dependent cancer growth [32] . The MCF-7 cell line was the fi rst hormone-responsive breast cancer cell line used effectively to decipher hormone action in breast cancer [32] . Additionally, the ER from MCF-7 cells was prepared on an " industrial scale " to prepare the fi rst monoclonal antibodies [137, 138] . These antibodies are now used ubiquitously to determine the ER status of a patient ' s tumor by immunohistochemistry [139 -142] or fl ow cytometry [143 -145] . However, it was the acquisition of monoclonal antibodies that permitted the cloning and sequencing of the human ER [146 -148] . This advance has had a major impact on our understanding of the structure-function relationships of ER-mediated cell regulation.
The availability of ER-positive breast cancer cells and the development of models to test therapeutic strategies continue to play an essential part in the development of clinical trials. By way of example, we will close by considering the role of the MCF-7 cell line in patient care. To set the scene, we will place the comments in the context of current clinical practice. There are two therapeutic scenarios to consider: disease in the premenopausal patient and disease in the postmenopausal patient.
Premenopausal women who present with ER-positive breast tumors are generally prescribed combination cytotoxic chemotherapy with 5 years of adjuvant tamoxifen treatment, while postmenopausal women with ER-positive breast cancer are likely to receive an aromatase inhibitor. If these antiestrogenic approaches fail to prevent recurrence, fulvestrant is used as a second-line antihormone treatment [149] .
The strategy of targeting the ER in the tumor micrometastases with long-term adjuvant tamoxifen was created using the 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-induced rat mammary carcinoma model [1, 3, 150] . The fi rst specifi c aromatase inhibitor, 4-hydroxyandrostenedione (formestane) was compared and contrasted to tamoxifen in the DMBAinduced rat mammary carcinoma model [151 -153] , but with the development of the model of estrogen-simulated MCF-7 tumors grown in athymic mice in the early 1980s [37, 38] , the DMBA model was discarded. Initial studies in the athymic mouse model [77] only served to confi rm the previous results in the DMBA model, but the breakthrough with the MCF-7 model really occurred with the discovery of the evolution of drug resistance to either tamoxifen (or indeed any SERMs) or aromatase inhibitors. We will consider several examples of progress using models of resistance in available breast cancer cell lines that are changing patient care.
The discovery that in vivo-acquired tamoxifen resistance is unique, as the tumors grow with either tamoxifen or physiologic estrogen [80] , recreated a new dimension to consider in therapeutics: the tumor was amplifying the weak estrogen-like properties of tamoxifen by cell selection. An antiestrogenic strategy of no estrogen (an aromatase inhibitor) or an antiestrogen with no estrogen-like properties was required. The genesis and development of fulvestrant, the injectable long-acting pure steroidal antiestrogen is long, dating back to the mid-1970s, but only now is the clinical community able to apply the drug optimally for appropriate patient care [94] .
The idea for studying the therapeutic value of 6,7-substituted estradiol analogs was started through a joint research scheme between ICI pharmaceutical division and Leeds University. The idea was to develop a cytotoxic carrier mole cule based on the binding of estradiol to ER that would invariably target and destroy ER-positive metastases [154] . The last compound tested in the series was a 7-substituted (-CH 2 -) 10 chain with the alkylating function on the end. This was based on the knowledge from Roussel Uclaf chemists who had made resin columns to extract and purify the ER [155] . The 7-substitution was an appropriate substitution to retain ER binding. The project to discover ER-targeted cytotoxic agents was abandoned, but subsequently, and independently, scientists at ICI pharmaceuticals discovered the merits of this class of molecules to create a " pure " antiestrogen [156] . The lead compound, ICI 164,384, fi rst tested successfully in the tamoxifen-stimulated MCF-7 tumor athymic mouse model [81] , provided the reassurance necessary for the clinical development of fulvestrant [47] or an aromatase inhibitor as a second-line agent following the failure of tamoxifen [92, 93] . The clinical results mimicked the animal data.
Osborne ' s group made the important discovery that transfection of the HER2/neu gene would enhance and accelerate the development of resistance in MCF-7 cells to tamoxifen [49] . This has had important implications for the selection of breast cancer patients for tamoxifen treatment. Indeed, it is the important interplay and interaction of the ER and growth factor receptor pathways that is currently a major focus of translational research. The question has become, " what are the mechanisms and changes that occur in breast cancer cell populations that cause acquired resistance ? " Once this question is answered, it will be followed by a different question of, " how do we use the knowledge to delay the process and improve survivorship ? " A clinical trial was launched in 2009 comparing lapatinib, a HER2 tyrosine kinase inhibitor, with letrozole vs. letrozole alone in postmenopausal hormone receptor-positive patients who have acquired tamoxifen resistance [157] . Lapatinib increases progression-free survival in these patients better than the aromatase inhibitor alone, illustrating a compensatory mechanism of antihormone-resistant cells via HER2 after tamoxifen failure [157] . There are ongoing preclinical and clinical trials investigating the EGFR pathway as a growth mechanism after acquired resistance, comparing antihormone treatments, such as tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors, with and without EGFR inhibitors, such as gefi tinib and erlotinib [158, 159] .
Breast cancer cells that have acquired resistance to antiestrogen therapy are shown to remain sensitive to therapies targeted against the PI3K pathway [160] . Signaling molecules in the PI3K pathway are frequently mutated in antihormoneresistant ER-positive breast cancer and comprise a targetable pathway to inhibit for effective therapy [160] . Multiple Phase I and Phase II prospective randomized trials focused on combinations of PI3K pathway inhibitors (e.g., everolimus, trastuzumab, lapatinib, gefi tinib, enzastaurin, tipifarnib, BMS-754807, IMCA12, AMG479) and antihormone treatments (e.g., letrozole, exemestane, tamoxifen, anastrozole, fulvestrant) are underway [160] and predicted to provide valuable information.
The encouraging study of mTOR inhibitors in antihormone resistance has advanced to a successful Phase II trial comparing the effectiveness of letrozole, an aromatase inhibitor, treatment alone vs. letrozole plus the mTOR inhibitor, everolimus, in patients with ER-positive breast cancer. The results [161] demonstrate increased response rates for the combination arm, which has prompted the initiation of a Phase III clinical trial comparing everolimus in combination with exemestane, a different aromatase inhibitor, for postmenopausal women with ER-positive breast cancer resistant to other aromatase inhibitors [162, 163] .
Brodie ' s group has advanced knowledge of the development of acquired resistance to aromatase inhibitors. Fulvestrant (to destroy the ER) plus an aromatase inhibitor is superior to either strategy alone [89] , and trastuzumab reverses letrozole resistance and amplifi es the sensitivity of breast cancer cells to estrogen [164] . Each of these strategies has been addressed in clinical trials [165 -167] recruiting patients with ER-positive tumors in late-stage breast cancer, but it will be in the adjuvant setting that most gains may occur for patient survivorship. Osborne ' s group [158, 168] has independently pioneered the strategy of using multiple inhibitors of the growth factor receptor family in combination with either estrogen deprivation or tamoxifen therapy, and these strategies are moving into clinical trial.
However, it is the laboratory knowledge derived from the evolution of acquired resistance to long-term antihormone therapy that is providing an insight into past clinical research and future opportunities. All MCF-7 or T47D laboratory models for SERM resistance in vivo develop acquired resistance within a year or two. This is consistent with the endocrine treatment of metastatic breast cancer but does not explain the remarkable success of 5 years adjuvant tamoxifen to create a 30 % decrease in mortality, not only during therapy but sustained for 10 years after therapy stops [7] . The treatment of micrometastatic disease with tamoxifen is clearly different than treatment of established tumors. A breakthrough occurred in the early 1990s with the fi nding that three repeated transplantations of small MCF-7 tumor pieces into subsequent generations of tamoxifen-treated athymic mice for more than 5 years exposes a vulnerability to the tumor cells that rapidly die during physiologic estrogen treatment [84, 85] . This phenomenon was originally advanced [84] to explain the sustained antitumor action of tamoxifen when adjuvant treatment is stopped. It was suggested that women ' s own estrogen causes apoptosis in micrometastases during Phase II of acquired resistance. Subsequent studies in vitro with estrogen-deprived MCF-7 breast cancer cells demonstrated estradiol-induced apoptosis [43, 44] .
Based on these studies with MCF-7 cells alone, clinical trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of both high-and low-dose estrogen therapy to treat breast cancer following the development of acquired resistance to antihormone therapy in metastatic disease [95, 169] . The approach [84, 170] is now being applied indirectly to adjuvant clinical trials of long-term adjuvant therapy (Study of Letrozole Extension), where it is anticipated that a 3-month drug holiday per year for 5 years may reduce recurrence rates during letrozole adjuvant therapy. This is the same principle that is now applied to explain [171] the effi cacy of low-dose estrogen replacement alone to reduce the incidence of breast cancer in women with a median of 20 years past their menopause (i.e., long-term estrogen deprivation) [172] .
For the future of research in cellular models of breast cancer and acquired resistance to antihormone therapy, there are four new developments. First, new primary breast cancer cell lines are being developed and tested both in vivo and in vitro for drug sensitivity. Second, a huge pool of human breast cancer cell lines has been interrogated for drug sensitivity and pathway analysis completed to procure new clinical strategies for treatment [173, 174] . Third, signatures have been created to defi ne acquired drug resistance to tamoxifen in existing breast cancer cell lines [117, 175] that can be applied to clinical trial. Finally, new methodologies are now available to enrich for breast cancer stem cells and expanding this populations for drug sensitivity testing [176] . Should the future of the " many " new cell systems from primary tumors deliver the promise achieved by the " few " cell lines in the past, then there is every reason to believe that enormous progress will occur in the successful treatment and prevention of breast cancer in the coming decades. 
